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JUNGLE ANIMALIER
refreshes tableware in a vivid colour palette. Crafted in 
exceptional quality porcelain, the collection encompasses a 
range of plates, coffee and tea sets, an array of vases and 
decorative home accents.

The latest fine porcelain collection fuses the iconic Jungle 
print with animalier patterns and heritage Medusa accents.
Drawing inspiration from the legendary design famously 
reprised on the Versace Spring-Summer 2020 runway and 
the book “South Beach Stories”, an iconic photographic 
book  by  the  Versace  family,  the  Jungle  Animalier line 

Special Merchandising Material
+ Leaflet A5
+ Adver tising motif



VERSACE JUNGLE
The latest gift collection draws inspiration from the iconic Jungle print which was 
famously reprised on the Versace Spring-Summer 2020 runway. 
Debuting in the Spring-Summer 2000 Collection, the Jungle print made histo-
ry when Jennifer Lopez wore a dress boasting the design at the 2000 Grammy 
Awards. Millions of people took to the internet to see Jennifer in the legendary 
dress, making it one of the most popular search queries for Google at the time - 
inspiring the creation of Google Images. 
The vividly printed collection is crafted from the finest porcelain and features a 
service plate, bread plate, tray, vase, scented candle and ashtray. All pieces from the 
collection are enriched with a gold-tone border, Medusa accent and an intricate 
Barocco design. 

Plate/Wall plate 30 cm

Tray 12 cm 

Scented Candle

Plate 18 cm

Ashtray 16 cmVase 26 cm Special Merchandising Material
+ Leaflet A5
+ Adver tising motif

The collection is limited in time and available 
until 31.12.2020.



MEDUSA COLOURS

MARINECELESTE JUNIPERROSEBLUERED

borders. Already available in classic red and blue tones, the 
2020 collection introduces four new colourways: delicate 
rose, light celeste blue, marine purple and juniper green.
The Medusa plates are available in 30 cm wall and 18 cm 
bread plate iterations.

A Versace Home Collection classic, the Medusa Colours 
tableware line is designed in 2020 boasting a new colour 
palette.
Characterized by a central Medusa motif, the fine porce-
lain plates are adorned with heritage gold-tone Barocco 

Special Merchandising Material
+ Adver tising motif



GOLDEN MEDUSA

KALEIDOSCOPE

Medusa, the iconic motif of Versace, is the star of the new Golden Medusa 
gift collection. Its refined shiny golden surface, underlaid with a matt Medusa 
motif and opulent ornamental details, makes every interior shine. The scented 
candle made of fine wax with luxurious scent has a long burning time and is 
hidden in a golden box made of high-quality porcelain. A special detail is the 
elegant lid with the silhouette of the Medusa as handle. A glass sphere on 
porcelain base with a golden Medusa head completes the gift series.
 

A statement piece in any interior, the limited-edition
line is available in monochrome white and gold
or as a white iteration embellished by a single golden
accent.

Crafted from high-quality porcelain, requiring a high-degree 
of precision and hand-craftsmanship, the decorative bowls 
are adorned with 36 intricate three-dimensional Medusa 
reliefs that exemplify the brand’s excellence in porcelain 
design and manufacturing.

Glass sphere with snow effect

Table light with scented wax

White
limited to 99 pieces

All Over Gold
 limited to 49 pieces

Special Merchandising Material
+ Adver tising motif

+ Cer tificate



BAROCCO HOLIDAY
rounded by an array of heritage chains, jewels and Medu-
sa medallions. The fine porcelain collection of plates, cups, 
desser t étagères and tree ornaments encompasses a joyful 
atmosphere at the festive table and in every home.

Evoking the joyful spirit of the festive season, the Barocco 
Holiday line is enriched with House codes in warm colours.
Characterized by an ornamental Barocco border, pieces 
from the collection boast an array of seemingly eclectic 
designs set against a red background. A signature crown 
motif, first introduced on the 1991 Barocco print, is sur-

„Wishing You a Prosperous New Year.“

Special Merchandising Material
+ Leaflet A5
+ Cer tificate
+ Adver tising motif

Christmas plate
limited edition until 31.12.2020 



MEDUSA BAR

ARABIC COFFEE

Gala Prestige 

Medusa Gala

Medusa Rhapsody

A fur ther highlight is Versace’s legendary Medusa, which 
adorns every item and is gilded by hand. The new Bar Col-
lection from Rosenthal meets Versace is the perfect mix of 
seduction and functionality – for homes, bars, restaurants 
and exclusive clubs. 

Rosenthal meets Versace is raising bar culture to a new 
level. The Versace Bar Collection made from high-quality 
stainless steel is elaborately silver-plated by hand and in-
cludes wine, champagne and ice coolers, cocktail shakers 
and strainers as well as bottle coasters, trays and dishes. 

coffee culture: a thermos coffee pot made of fine porcelain 
and a gift boxed set of six Arabic coffee cups. Six glasses in 
a gift box complete the range.

Rosenthal meets Versace has extended its most iconic 
collections “Prestige Gala”, “Medusa Gala” and “Medusa 
Rhapsody” with special items dedicated to the Arabian 

Set of 6 mugs small 
w/o handle

Special Merchandising Material
+ Leaflet A5

+ Adver tising motif



SCENTED CANDLES

Gala Prestige

Vanity

Medusa Red

ASIA COLLECTION

VERSACE ALPHABET
The line already features motifs from the Medusa 
Gala, Vanity, Medusa, Medusa Blue, Le Jardin de Versa-
ce, La Scala del Palazzo, Prestige Gala, I love Baroque, 
Alphabet and Rhapsody collections. 

An elegant series of candles features the most iconic 
Versace designs on one-of-a-kind porcelain. 
In 2020, the scented candle line is enriched with new 
designs, including the Jungle and Jungle Animalier pat-
tern. Signature gold-tone accents, refined details and 
exceptional craftsmanship add a Versace touch to the 
finest natural wax candles with a luxurious fragrance 
and long burning time.

porcelain spoon, dip bowl, soup bowl and chopstickholder 
complete the range. 

Rosenthal meets Versace has extended its most iconic col-
lections “Prestige Gala”, “Medusa Red” and “Vanity” with 
special items dedicated to the Asian cuisine: rice bowl, 

the Versace family, and reimagines the lettering in seasonal 
colour palettes. The new decorative porcelain trays affirm 
the brand’s belief in individuality, allowing for mixing and 
matching of letters to spell an infinite number of words.

The 2020 Versace Home Collection celebrates the House’s 
rich history while simultaneously elevating the design aest-
hetic for the new decade.
The Versace Alphabet line takes a heritage print from 
“South Beach Stories”, the famous photographic book by 

Special Merchandising Material
+ Adver tising motif

Special Merchandising Material
+ Adver tising motif



- Outside: 4 x 4 m, approx. 16 m²
- Platform: approx. 1,70 m broad (wide)
- Walls outside shiny white with Rosenthal meets Versace  
  logo
- Inside covered with Jungle motifs
- The platforms are shiny white with coloured edges and 
  have a height of 85 cm.
- The floor is turquoise and has a height of 15 cm.

  This installation will not be delivered from Rosenthal side.   
  Design drawing could get provided.

This exhibition proposal reflects the rich ornaments and
vivid colour tones of the new collections.
The installation is applicable for special presentations at
shopping malls, fairs, etc.

INSTALLATION



Versace Jungle Animalier Barocco Holiday

versace rosenthal advertising - order form

url tagline
will be shown in gill Sans light, 6,5 pt

document size collection

adress
will be shown in gill Sans light, 6,5 pt

cooP logo
Please provide your logo in 300 dpi, 
preferably as EPS file. 

to be Printed in

will be send to 
stefanie.czech@rosenthal.de

To ensure that the responsible offices are given the 
opportunity to check the individual aspects, the approval 
process generally takes seven working days. Approvals are 
always granted in writing and may be withdrawn at any time 
without further notice or explanation.

send

Free standing presentation pedestals with shiny white 
laquered surface and coloured edges. 

White laquered free standing presentation module with
black lines and Rosenthal meets Versace Logo. Poster mo-
tifs are to be ordered separately via order form.

Product images are available at our image bank
www.rosenthal-imagebank.com

Wrapping paper + ribbonCarrying bags

Window decalPlate stand

Poster and advertising motifs are available for different
collections. Please order by using the existing order form.

Assortment of poster and advertising motifs

INDOOR / WINDOW DISPLAYS ADVERTISING MATERIAL

NEW Acryl logo block

Leaflets

Minimum order quantity for delivery free of charge:
novelties about 3.500 EUR net

Minimum order quantity for delivery free of charge: 
novelties about 2.500 EUR net
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